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The Boulder Earthquake Crisis   

  

Parker, Colorado, November 15, 2021 –  

Addressing the earthquakes taking place in Boulder Colorado, the Veritas 

et Iustitia campaign offers its sincere condolences and is making plans to assist those affected in the 

disaster and fix the evacuation systems in case of further earthquakes. There will be new drills and alarms 

implemented along with better building structure, which we will be working with contractors and 

architects to rebuild better and safer housing and buildings for those in riskier areas. For the time being 

people who have been affected by this natural disaster are being offered housing for anyone unable to find 

other immediate options and immediate medical care through the Red Cross and FEMA. The new alarms 

and drills will get people out safer and quicker, so that in the future, there will be less damage and 

casualties. 

We suggest that anyone who is unable to work gets on unemployment until they can return to 

their workplace. The program will guarantee help for the victims of this crisis, funded by any donations, 

grants and personal loans taken out by the Veritas et Iustitia campaign. Individual persons and or 

households will not have to take any money out of pocket unless willing to donate to others in need. Any 



further assistance needed will be provided and offered. The Veritas et Iustitia Party will do its best to 

address this situation to benefit all and prevent any long-lasting consequences for the region.  

Aloradana Hackenburg was born on June 7, 1982, in Boulder, Colorado. She studied language 

and culture in Iceland, achieving an Associate of Arts and a Bachelor's in Psychology. When she returned 

to the United States, she continued to work with multicultural adolescents to help them adjust to life in the 

U.S. She also worked with major newspapers, spreading awareness for various issues. Coming home to 

Boulder, she discovered Zach's campaign and wanted to be part of the change.  

 


